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This is a handy application designed to calculate the number of turns needed for your inductor. Enter desired inductance and the
software will determine the specified core size. A mix of powdered iron is required and depending on what type of core you

choose, how much core you need, what frequency and what tolerance results can be determined. You can store the results on a
disk file or print them out. CoilBuilder is a handy application designed for iron coil calculations. Enter desired inductance,

select core size and mix and press the Calculate button to determine the correct number of windings for your inductor. Data is
also given showing, core color, permeability, frequency range, AL value and maximum number of turns versus wire guage for
the chosen core size. Encompasses 12 different core sizes and 8 different mixes of powdered iron. Calculated results can be

stored on a disk file or printed out. This is a handy application designed to calculate the number of turns needed for your
inductor. Enter desired inductance and the software will determine the specified core size. A mix of powdered iron is required
and depending on what type of core you choose, how much core you need, what frequency and what tolerance results can be

determined. You can store the results on a disk file or print them out. CoilBuilder is a handy application designed for iron
coil calculations. Enter desired inductance, select core size and mix and press the Calculate button to determine the correct
number of windings for your inductor. Data is also given showing, core color, permeability, frequency range, AL value and
maximum number of turns versus wire guage for the chosen core size. Encompasses 12 different core sizes and 8 different

mixes of powdered iron. Calculated results can be stored on a disk file or printed out. This is a handy application designed to
calculate the number of turns needed for your inductor. Enter desired inductance and the software will determine the specified
core size. A mix of powdered iron is required and depending on what type of core you choose, how much core you need, what

frequency and what tolerance results can be determined. You can store the results on a disk file or print them out. CoilBuilder is
a handy application designed for iron coil calculations. Enter desired inductance, select core size and mix and press the

Calculate button to determine the correct number of windings for your inductor. Data
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... CoilBuilder is a small application that can aid users in calculation of iron core inductor. This program can be used for "soft"
cores with permeability of 50... Read more ISMS M3 Tuning Application v1.5.1.33 ISMS M3 Tuning Application v1.5.1.33 is a

reference tuned inductor which allows the user to tune a continuous or random core with minimum and maximum number of
windings. ISMS M3 Tuning Application Description: ISMS M3 Tuning application allows you to tune a core with minimum and
maximum number of windings. By unplugging the core from its electronic enclosure or power supply, and plugging it into the
ISMS input/output sockets, you can apply different winding and current sharing instructions to each winding. You can simply
run the program, and by choosing the appropriate winding and current sharing variables, your core will be tuned. ISMS M3

Tuning Application Features: - Foldable and portable version: The application can be run from a USB Flash disk. - Resetable
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and reprogrammable: The application can be reset and reprogrammed as many times as desired. - Plug n' play: The application
connects to the ISMS unit without any required additional equipment. - Continuous tuning: The application provides many

combinations of continuous (or random) low and high inductances. ISMS M3 Tuning Application v1.3.0.0 ISMS M3 Tuning
Application v1.3.0.0 is a reference tuned inductor which allows the user to tune a continuous or random core with minimum and

maximum number of windings. ISMS M3 Tuning Application Description: ISMS M3 Tuning application allows you to tune a
core with minimum and maximum number of windings. By unplugging the core from its electronic enclosure or power supply,

and plugging it into the ISMS input/output sockets, you can apply different winding and current sharing instructions to each
winding. You can simply run the program, and by choosing the appropriate winding and current sharing variables, your core will
be tuned. ISMS M3 Tuning Application Features: - Foldable and portable version: The application can be run from a USB Flash
disk. - Resetable and reprogrammable: The application can be reset and reprogrammed as many times as desired. - Plug n' play:

The application connects to the ISMS 6a5afdab4c
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CoilBuilder_99 is a useful application for iron inductor design. Choose inductor size, core type and core mix then press the
Calculate button. Application then computes the core dimensions, AL Value, permeability, frequency range and windings count.
Results can be saved to a file or printed. CoilBuilder_99 Features: • Supports Coils with Core Type of Cardan, or Core Type of
Modified Cardan • Supports Core Mix • Supports Core Size of 16, 25, 40, or 55 mm • Supports Core Size of 40, or 55 mm •
Supports Core Size of 25, 40, or 55 mm • Supports Frequency Range of 0.1 to 20 MHz • Supports Maximum Number of Turns
of 30, 50, or 70 CoilBuilder_99 Downloads: CoilBuilder_99 • FilterCalc is a tool for modeling a LC-filter with several basic
filter characteristics such as stop-band attenuation, ripple and phase shift. Simply enter the characteristics or use the simple
wizard to choose them and the FilterCalc will calculate and plot the required coil value for a given LC-filter arrangement and
the various function generators which are available. The generated coil value will be shown as a table and a graph for easy
understanding and verification. CoilCalc Filters: • Supports the most common filter types for several filter parameters •
Supports a wide range of filter types for several parameters and a manual selection of the parameters • LC Calculations:
Supports both LC-Filter circuit and SPICE calculations CoilCalc Filters List: • Band-pass filters • Band-reject filters • Complex
band-pass filters • Complex band-reject filters • Constant-phase-shift band-pass filters • Complex Chebyshev Type II and
Chebyshev Type I approximations • Single-pole/multi-peak filters • Combinations of more than one above filter types CoilCalc
Filters Built in Designers: • Create new filter types with a wide range of parameters • Optimize filter characteristics with a
graphical-user interface CoilCalc Filters Built in Designers List: • Designers created specifically for FilterCalc - includes
combinations of sub-designers and new filter types CoilCalc Filters Designer Features: • Digital filter designs with input
frequency range • Fading resistors • Input/Output Voltage

What's New in the CoilBuilder_99?

CoilBuilder_99 is a handy application designed for calculating inductor coil length, width and depth. The user can enter desired
inductance, select core size and mix and press the Calculate button to determine the number of windings required for the
inductor. Data is also given showing, core color, permeability, frequency range, AL value and maximum number of turns versus
wire guage for the chosen core size. Encompasses 12 different core sizes and 8 different mixes of powdered iron. Calculated
results can be stored on a disk file or printed out. CoilBuilder_99 Details: CoilBuilder_99 is a handy application designed for
calculating inductor coil length, width and depth. The user can enter desired inductance, select core size and mix and press the
Calculate button to determine the number of windings required for the inductor. Data is also given showing, core color,
permeability, frequency range, AL value and maximum number of turns versus wire guage for the chosen core size.
Encompasses 12 different core sizes and 8 different mixes of powdered iron. Calculated results can be stored on a disk file or
printed out. CoilBuilder_99 Details: CoilBuilder_99 is a handy application designed for calculating inductor coil length, width
and depth. The user can enter desired inductance, select core size and mix and press the Calculate button to determine the
number of windings required for the inductor. Data is also given showing, core color, permeability, frequency range, AL value
and maximum number of turns versus wire guage for the chosen core size. Encompasses 12 different core sizes and 8 different
mixes of powdered iron. Calculated results can be stored on a disk file or printed out. CoilBuilder_99 Details: CoilBuilder_99 is
a handy application designed for calculating inductor coil length, width and depth. The user can enter desired inductance, select
core size and mix and press the Calculate button to determine the number of windings required for the inductor. Data is also
given showing, core color, permeability, frequency range, AL value and maximum number of turns versus wire guage for the
chosen core size. Encompasses 12 different core sizes and 8 different mixes of powdered iron. Calculated results can be stored
on a disk file or printed out. CoilBuilder_99 Details: CoilBuilder_99 is a handy application designed for calculating inductor
coil length
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System Requirements:

Operating system: Windows 10, 8, 8.1, 7, Vista, 2003 Processor: 2.0 GHz or higher Processor Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Drive:
1 GB available space Video Card: Microsoft DirectX 11 compatible GPU with Shader Model 5.0 DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard
Disk: 1 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card with audio codecs Software Requirements: Black
Market Reloaded: Direct
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